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When the Man with No Name breaks Emma's heart, she wants to die. But you
never die from these things; you just want to. In a moment of weakness, she
wishes her broken heart away and a mysterious stranger--who may or may not be
totally evil--obliges. But emptiness is even worse than grief, and Emma sets out
to collect the seven pieces of her heart spread across the country, a journey that
forces her to face her own history and the cost of recapturing it, and leads
inevitably to a confrontation with the Man with No Name himself!

Reviews:

Heart in a Box serves up a complete story of heartbreak, recovery and the effects
those have on the world. Like the butterfly wings of the chaos theory, one
person's acts -- random, violent, kind, insincere or hearty -- impact others and
multiply in ways and directions that frequently defy description." - Comic Book
Resources (CBR)

"This book is magical. It reminds me of so many stories and yet manages to be
wholly original. Be good to your heart and grab this comic with both hands." -
Big Comic Page

"A slice of life story with magical realism, Heart in a Box is smart storytelling,
but it’s also just so very raw. Like real raw." - Women Write About Comics

"With Heart In A Box, Thompson & McClaren pull off the kind of smart story
telling and allegory that transcends the genre and medium with a comic that
almost anybody could enjoy...Heart In a Box in one of the best comics of 2015
which feels like nothing else in the medium, but is still warm and familiar. It has
a casual complexity that is as inviting as it is engaging and emotionally
affecting." - Nothing But Comics

"It’s brilliant – so far, it’s one of the two or three best comics I’ve read this year."
- Comics Should Be Good
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When the Man with No Name breaks Emma's heart, she wants to die. But you never die from these things;
you just want to. In a moment of weakness, she wishes her broken heart away and a mysterious stranger--
who may or may not be totally evil--obliges. But emptiness is even worse than grief, and Emma sets out to
collect the seven pieces of her heart spread across the country, a journey that forces her to face her own
history and the cost of recapturing it, and leads inevitably to a confrontation with the Man with No Name
himself!

Reviews:

Heart in a Box serves up a complete story of heartbreak, recovery and the effects those have on the world.
Like the butterfly wings of the chaos theory, one person's acts -- random, violent, kind, insincere or hearty --
impact others and multiply in ways and directions that frequently defy description." - Comic Book Resources
(CBR)

"This book is magical. It reminds me of so many stories and yet manages to be wholly original. Be good to
your heart and grab this comic with both hands." - Big Comic Page

"A slice of life story with magical realism, Heart in a Box is smart storytelling, but it’s also just so very raw.
Like real raw." - Women Write About Comics

"With Heart In A Box, Thompson & McClaren pull off the kind of smart story telling and allegory that
transcends the genre and medium with a comic that almost anybody could enjoy...Heart In a Box in one of
the best comics of 2015 which feels like nothing else in the medium, but is still warm and familiar. It has a
casual complexity that is as inviting as it is engaging and emotionally affecting." - Nothing But Comics

"It’s brilliant – so far, it’s one of the two or three best comics I’ve read this year." - Comics Should Be Good
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Editorial Review

About the Author
Kelly Thompson has a degree in Sequential Art from The Savannah Collegeof Art & Design and writes
comic books and novels for a living. She lives in Portland, Oregon.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Alyssa Cox:

The knowledge that you get from Heart in a Box may be the more deep you looking the information that hide
inside the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to know
but Heart in a Box giving you excitement feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in specific way
that can be understood by simply anyone who read it because the author of this e-book is well-known
enough. This kind of book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand then
can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having that Heart
in a Box instantly.

Harvey Hobbs:

Reading a book being new life style in this season; every people loves to learn a book. When you read a
book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, mainly
because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of
book that you have read. If you want to get information about your analysis, you can read education books,
but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this kind of us novel, comics,
and soon. The Heart in a Box will give you a new experience in reading through a book.

Charles Payne:

It is possible to spend your free time to study this book this book. This Heart in a Box is simple bringing you
can read it in the area, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not get much space to bring typically
the printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save the book in your
smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Dennis Taylor:

Beside this Heart in a Box in your phone, it could give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or info.
The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from oven so don't possibly be worry if
you feel like an outdated people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Heart in a Box because
this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you do not get what it's



exactly about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable blend here
cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this
book and read it from right now!
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